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protoDUNE/SP Data Processing Overview
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• With uncompressed, 12bit packing: “canonical size” is 10 PB
• Expect to achieve (at least) 4× compression→ 2.5PB raw (TPC)

• All raw data is saved at CERN and FNAL (at least)

• Online Monitoring (OM) and Data Quality Monitoring / Prompt Processing
(DQM/PP) quickly but superficially processes small fraction of the data.

• Offline processes the full data set but with some delay.

• Offline (and in principle DQM/PP) can reprocess the raw data.
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Nominal processing steps

ADC Corrections for ADC nonlinearity and stuck bins.
noise Software filtering to remove excess noise, if any.
signal Signal processing: field+electronics response

deconvolution, software filter, signal-ROI selection.
image Gauss hit finding or 3D binned imaging

reco Reconstruction, pattern recognition, kinematics, etc,
etc, etc.
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Scheme 1: nominal, monolithic job
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• Basic idea: run all the nominal processing steps in one big chain.

• Reading inflates: 4× decompression + 32bit/12bit sample inflation

• Signal processing ROI selection naturally reduces data
• from “canonical data size” by ∼ 40×
• inflated in memory: still uses 32 bit samples and is uncompressed.
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Scheme 2: two-stage, reduced intermediate file
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• Basic idea: checkpoint process, write out lossless1 reduced intermediate.

• 415× reduction from canonical size: 10 PB→ 24 TB
• Reclaim oversampling by rebin-3
• Pack in 16bit samples, apply compression (eg, courtesy of ROOT)

• 530× for rebin-4, 150× for no rebinning

• Expect to stabilize/freeze ADC+noise+sigproc quickly, lets us use reduced
file for many subsequent reconstruction reprocessings.

1Lossless for signal information.
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Scheme 3: reduction as side-effect
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• Basic idea: don’t trust Mr. Nyquist (nor Mr. Viren) so at least initially, do
reduction only as a side-effect.

• Output may be used for testing reduction itself and by analyses that
accept the rebinning.

• Potentially go up to Nyquist limit and do rebin-4 to get 19TB.
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But wait, lossless? Seriously?

Yes

The power of the reduction comes from:

• Signal-ROI,
• Rebinning,
• Packing and
• ROOT compression (eg, ZLIB/LZMA)

The first two are not strictly information-lossless (you can not
reconstruct the exact input bit-stream from the output).

But, they are lossless for signal information −→
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Signal Regions of Interest

(“Gauss Hit Finder Proposed Changes”, Tracy Usher, Feb 2, 2016)
(for illustration, ignore orange)

• Signal-ROI concept needed to obtain highest signal efficiency and purity.
• Downstream processing (eg, Gauss Hits) only considers waveform portions

inside an ROI
• By construction, waveforms segments outside signal-ROI are noise.

NB: special analyses that require the noise can always go back to the raw data and
likely would not want any of the previous steps so they are not “clients” at this point.
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Filters, Rebinning and Nyquist
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Phase of Fourier transform of response2µs hardware anti-alias and software low-pass filter.

hardware signal above 1 MHz strongly suppressed
⇒ sampling at 2MHz satisfies Nyquist theorem.

software zero signal above 0.25 MHz to remove high frequency noise
⇒ sampling at 0.5 MHz satisfies Nyquist theorem.

After software filter, resampling at 0.5MHz produces the exact same
information content as sampling at 2MHZ.
With an abundance of caution: propose rebinning by 3× instead of 4×.
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Packing and Compression

What is the sample resolution?
• Nominal 12 bit ADC, but has has ∼ 10.5ENOB, intrinsic noise is 1-2 ADC.

⇒ Our samples have no more than 12 bits of information.

• During processing 32 bits ints or floats are used.

• Choose output packing of 16 is actually inflated but convenient as short
int can be used, and less concern of memory alignment. ⇒ no info loss.
• Can apply “dynamic dynamic range” to optimally scale to 16 bits on a

per-channel or per-trigger basis.

What about compression:
• Rely on ROOT’s default compression which is truly info lossless.
• Because of the huge reduction, can compress at “level 9” and still require

insignificant CPU (compared to, eg, signal processing)
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What’s left to do?
Possible areas to get involved are in blue.

• Improved detector simulation in Wire Cell Toolkit:
• Improved detector response part is done.
• Proper noise and drift statistics parts are in progress.
• Use new sim to validate reduction, understand signal and noise effects
• Integrate WCT sim components into LArSoft.
• More in Thursday’s talk.

• Develop ADC corrections (David Adams, CE testing team)
• Noise filtering requires dedicated experts on day 1 of data!
• Signal processing

• Port from prototype code into Wire Cell Toolkit has started.
• Integrate WCT sigproc components into LArSoft.

• Need code development for data I/O to:
• read TPC fragments as defined by DAQ
• read/write non-TPC fragments untouched
• rebin, pack and write reduced TPC fragments (the actual reduction code!)
• populate recob::Wire objects

• Depending on processing scheme, need production batch job
integration, file management, etc
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